Ambika Prasad ‘Divya’ literary Award to Book ‘Kashi
Marnanmukti’

August 01, 2013, Indore, The famous Literary Awards in the memory of top historical novelist in
Hindi of the decade Shri Ambika Prasad Verma ‘Divya’ organized from Sahitya Sadan Bhopal
were declared by organizing committee on July 16, 2013. The best one in category the Divya
award will be given to Shri Manoj Thakkar and Rashmi Chhazed Gadiya for their unique Novel,
"Kashi Marnamukti", they will be awarded with cash prize along with ' Prashasti Patra'.
The information was announced by conniver Jagdish Kinjalk of the award committee
after declaration of selected books on reviewing almost 96 books from national and
international arena in Hindi Language by the laureate and respected jury. Till date fifteen
literary awards has been organized and almost 42 authors have been felicitated by this Samiti.
Shri Ambika Prasad Varma ‘Divya’ was born on March16, 1907 in Ajaygarh of Panna district in
Madhyapradesh. Even on being a teacher he had written 60 valuable books (including novel,
poem collections, play and art books) and had painted nearly 400 paintings.

It is one more jewel to the crown of accomplishment of Book Kashi Marnamukti and
matter of pride with testimony of its great content that this book continuously receiving
awards, honors, felicitations from different states & organizations. With its unique style of
writing this novel is rich in Hindu philosophy, Indology & Spirituality.
It is not the disciplined mind instead the free where lives the absolute peace and in this
moment occur the creation of book like this by the grace of Almighty. Taking it as a blessing of
Sirdi Sai Baba and Lord Vishwanath, the author duo has contributed the proceeds for mentally
retarded children to Shiv Om Sai Trust and will keep doing it in future too.
Keeping his literary works ongoing, another work of Mr. Thakkar is in final process and
will be soon released. The amazing pictures based on Kumbh festival and extensive description
of the different spiritual practices is coming out as a seamless artistic collection by the name of
“The Mystic Faith”. Author do feels that he is no master of photography & the content was not
planned, instead this book too is nothing but the grace of almighty.

